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Pally
The Pally is a half-euro sized plastic pallet which becomes a wheeled dolly at the single 
press of a foot pedal. It is an efficient solution for moving products without other manual 
handling equipment required able to withstand a loading capacity of up to 500kg.

Increase Vehicle  
Fill up to 42%

When used in conjunction 
with the Loadhog Pallet 

Lid, this system 
provides 
a better 
footprint 

than a roll 
cage.

Stable yet 
manoeuvrable

The lockable pallet feet 
are easy to use and 
and are more stable 

than castor breaks 
allowing the user 

to manoeuvre and 
then store 500kg of 

goods with ease.

Working with Auto  
Guided Vehicles
The Pally can be used in 
conjunction with auto guided 
vehicles to future proof your 
business.

Used as a 
Merchandising Unit 
The Pally can be used as 
a merchandising unit for 
promotional or fast selling 
items in retail environments.

Move  
multiple Pallys
The Pally tow hitch 
accessory allows the 
user to connect as 
many Pallys together 
as your health and 
safety department 
deems safe to create 
a pally train increasing 
the load moved in one 
go.

No Pump Trucks or 
Forklifts Required
The Pally removes the need 
for pump trucks and forklifts to 
manoeuvre goods from A to B 
whether it be in the warehouse, in 
the factory or in store.



+44 (0)114 280 0800

The Pally Range

Flat Pally Deck Pally With Up stands Pally With Lip 

Pally

Pally Handle 
For ergonomic movements  
of Pally units

Weight (kg): 1.52
Dimensions (cm): 100 x 32 x 15

Tow Hitch 
For the movement of multiple Pallys

Weight (kg): 1.12
Dimensions (cm): 31 x 31.5 x 10.5

Accessories
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Material

Pally Deck  High Impact Polypropylene
Bearers  Glass Filled Polypropylene
Cover plate  Glass Filled Polypropylene
Temp Resistance -20ºc to +40°c

Dimensions & Volume (mm)

Length      800
Width     600
Height     196
Stacking Height   +196
Ground Clearance (250 kg)  36
Ground Clearance (500 kg)  28  

Weight & Performance (kg)

Payload   250 or 500 variants
Maximum Stacking Load 2000
Weight (250 Payload Pally) 12
Weight (500 Payload Pally) 15

Pallet Quantities

Pallet Type  Euro Pallet
Quantity per pallet 20
Height   1.75m

More packaging information can be found within the  
‘Official Standard Packaging Document’, any deviations 
from this should be advised when the order is placed with 
production.

Specification Sheet
All dimensions are nominal and subject to manufacturing tolerances.
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